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Abstract. The Web has become a tremendously huge data source hidden under
linked documents. A significant number of Web documents include HTML tables
generated dynamically from relational databases. Often, there is no direct public
access to the databases themselves. On the other hand, RDF (Resource Description
Framework) gives an efficient mechanism to represent directly data on the Web
based on a Web-scalable architecture for identification and interpretation of terms.
This leads to the concept of Linked Data on the Web. To allow direct access to data
on the Web as Linked Data, we propose in this paper an approach to transform
HTML tables into RDF triples. It consists of three main phases: refining, pre-
treatment and mapping. The whole process is assisted by a domain ontology and
the WordNet lexical database. A tool called Htab2RDF has been implemented.
Experiments have been carried out to evaluate and show efficiency of the proposed
approach.
Keywords: HTML tables, RDF, relational databases, Linked Data, domain onto-
logy, WordNet
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1 INTRODUCTION
The World Wide Web has enabled the creation of linked documents behind which
there exists a big amount of data. As the Web becomes ever more entangled with
our daily lives, there is a growing desire for direct access to data that are indirectly
available through hypertext documents. Based on open standard, notably RDF,
Linked Data [5] provides a paradigm to publish not only documents, but also data,
on the Web.
A significant number of Web documents include HTML tables. According to
Mulwad et al., table-like structures outside documents are widely used to represent
and share data on the Web [29]; also, Cafarella et al. noted that there are billions
of tables on the Web [6]. Often, HTML tables are generated dynamically from rela-
tional databases. Since there is no direct public access to the databases themselves,
we need to transform HTML tables into RDF triples, allowing for publishing data
on the Web.
In this paper we propose an approach to transform HTML tables into RDF
triples. The proposed approach starts with refining HTML source code. Refining
consists in deleting useless tags and keeping only useful ones. Refined HTML pages
will be then presented in DOM logical format, and undergo morphological analysis.
Tables in HTML pages are converted to their canonical form, and mapping rules are
executed to generate an RDF graph at the last stage.
Our approach specifically focuses on Web documents that are data rich and
narrow in ontological breadth. According to Embley et al., a Web document is data
rich if it includes a set of identifiable constants, such as ID numbers, names, dates,
and so on. A Web document is narrow in ontological breadth if it can be described
with a domain ontology [11].
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: the next section covers some
other similar works which aim in generally to transform Web resources into RDF
graphs. Section 3 details the proposed approach. In Section 4 implemented tool,
experimental results and discussion are presented. Finally, in Section 5, conclusions
and perspectives are given.
2 RELATED WORK
Several similar works can be found in the literature. In this section we classify them
into four categories:
1. Mapping Web resources to RDF.
2. Generating RDF graphs from relational data.
3. Generating RDF graphs from textual resources.
4. Works belonging to the ontology engineering field.
To be clear and explicit, lacks and problems of each work are formatted in italic.
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Mapping Web resources (HTML tables in particularly) to RDF:
DBpedia is a community effort for extracting structured information from Wiki-
pedia and to make them available on the Web. General information about the
DBpedia project can be found in [22]. It includes an information extraction
framework, which converts Wikipedia content to RDF. The most valuable for
the DBpedia extraction are Wikipedia infoboxes. Infoboxes display the most rel-
evant facts of an article as a table of pairs (attribute-value) on the top right-hand
side of the Wikipedia page. We note that DBpedia is not a generic approach. It
is dedicated particularly to Wikipedia and does not treat any other Web applica-
tion.
Munoz et al. propose methods to recover semantics of Wikipedia’s tables and ex-
tract facts from them in the form of RDF triples. Their method uses an existing
Linked Data knowledge-base to find pre-existing relations between the entities
in Wikipedia’s tables, suggesting the same relations as holding for other entities
in similar columns on different rows [30]. Such an approach extracts RDF triples
from Wikipedia’s tables at a precision of only 40 %.
Tourpedia generates an RDF catalogue from social media, notably Facebook,
Foursquare, GooglePlaces and Booking [7]. Tourpedia is limited to the tourism
domain. The procedure to update datasets is still manual.
In [31] authors propose a method to transform HTML tables to relational tables
based on “Header paths” technique. In another paper, they propose to transform
relational table to RDF triples [12]. The transformation rules to RDF triples
depend on the factoring process applied on HTML tables and does not consider
directly HTML tables in canonical form. We note also that the proposed approach
in [31] does not follow the W3C standard rules presented in [1]. Furthermore, the
primary key detection depends on a preliminary step (canonical representation
of table based on header paths), and does not consider directly column headers
of HTML tables.
Indirect conversion can be done to convert HTML into RDF. We can use, for
example, an HTML translator to XML, like HTML Tidy1. Then we use XML-
toRDF translator2. However, these tools perform blind conversion which does
not take into account important information, such as primary and foreign keys.
This weakens the quality of the generated RDF document.
Generating RDF graphs from relational data:
Konstantinou et al. propose a modular approach to generate RDF graph from
metadata stored in relational database-backed digital library systems, by using
a relational-to-RDF mapping engine [20]. However, this approach does not allow
intelligent queries and needs supplementary implementation on the information
system.
1 http://infohound.net/tidy/
2 http://sourceforge.net/projects/xmltordf/
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GeoTriples [21] and Bio2RDF [10] transform databases into RDF graphs. Both
of them are limited to a specific domain. The first one focuses on the geospatial
domain. The second one treats the biomedical field.
A Direct Mapping from relational data to RDF has been presented in [1]. It
takes as input a relational database (schema and data), and produces an RDF
graph called the direct graph. The proposed algorithms compose a graph of
relative IRIs which must be resolved against a base IRI to form an RDF graph.
Primary and foreign keys are considered in the transformation process. This
causes the problem that, while primary keys are explicit in relational databases,
in HTML pages, primary keys are implicit and hidden in the table columns.
Scharffe et al. present the Datalift project, a framework and a platform for pub-
lishing datasets (CSV, XML file or relational database) on the Web of Linked
Data [37]. Datalift’s users must be experts, because they need significant knowl-
edge of the Semantic Web formalisms to perform the lifting process.
Mulwad et al. propose to represent the content of tables as RDF, performing
entity-resolution and relationship discovery by using reference knowledge-bases
[28]. This approach has been evaluated over only 15 relational tables. It reaches
only 25 % for identifying relations. The algorithm of Linking Table Cells to
Entities is based on a syntactic metric, notably levenshtein. In more recent
work, Mulwad et al. propose to extend their approach so that it can represent
not only content but also meaning of tables as RDF [29].
Other approaches for mapping relational databases to RDF can be found in
a survey presented in [36].
Generating RDF graphs from textual resources:
Rezk et al. present NLP2RDF, a tool to convert natural language sentences to
RDF triples. Authors provided ontologies for Korean linguistic annotations, and
they suggested an internationalization of the URI scheme of the NLP Interchange
Format [35]. This work is dedicated to only Korean language. Korean entities
are linked with Wikipedia; instead, they must be linked with the linked open data
cloud.
Exner et al. introduce a framework to carry out an end-to-end extraction of
DBpedia RDF triples from unstructured Wikipedia text. The proposed system
is based on a pipeline of text processing modules that includes a semantic parser
and a co-reference solver [13]. Some errors stemmed from incorrect mappings
and require a more detailed analysis.
Gagnon et al. show how to use natural language processing techniques to au-
tomatically generate RDF triples from the information in the literals. Authors
develop knowledge schemas to capture its information, and precise syntactic-
based methods of knowledge extraction to automatically generate instances of
these schemas from textual data [14]. It was a syntactic-based method for know-
ledge extraction where authors look only at drug indications found in a specific
Web site.
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Other similar works are more near the ontology engineering field:
YAGO 2 [16] is a spatially and temporally enhanced knowledge base built from
Wikipedia. Authors have developed an extensible approach to fact extraction
from Wikipedia and other sources, and they have tapped on specific inputs that
contribute to the goal of enhancing facts with spatio-temporal scope. The data
format of YAGO 2 is fully RDF compliant.
TANGO (Table ANalysis for Generating Ontologies) consists in generating on-
tologies based on table analysis [39]. It is a formalized method of processing
the format and content of tables to incrementally build a relevant reusable con-
ceptual ontology. In a later work, TANGO has been assisted to construct an
ontology in the relatively narrow domain of geopolitics, with as little human
intervention as possible [32].
Li et al. propose rules to learn OWL ontology from a relational database [23].
Rules are defined using a combination of some formal notation and English
language. Some of the proposed rules miss some semantics of the relational
schema and some rules produce specific results for inheritance and object prop-
erties that may not precisely represent concepts across domains or database mod-
eling choices.
Astrova et al. provide rules and examples for automatic transformation of a re-
lational schema to OWL [2]. A number of the proposed transformations were
ambiguous.
At the last of this section, we note that there are some other efforts which aim
at publishing public sector information as Linked Data. Among these works we
cite: The German National Library (DNB) publishes its data as Linked Data [9].
Szekely et al. propose an approach that maps data of the Smithsonian American
Art Museum to RDF Linked Open Data [38]. Jovanovik et al. provide use-case
scenarios for publishing and using healthcare data in the republic of Macedonia as
RDF Linked Open Data [18]. Willighagen et al. describe recent work in an ongoing
project converting data from the ChEMBL database into RDF triples [40]. The
works presented in [8] and [24] aim at publishing government data of USA and UK,
respectively, as RDF linked open data.
3 THE PROPOSED APPROACH
In this paper, we present an end-to-end solution from HTML tables to RDF, inspired
by the standard rules presented in [1]. Our starting point is a collection of HTML
tables. The end point is an RDF graph. Most of the lacks of the mentioned works
above are solved in our approach by a domain ontology and a lexical database
assisting the mapping process.
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3.1 Overview
As shown in Figure 1, the proposed approach consists of three successive phases:
refining, pre-treatement and the mapping engine:
 
 
WordNet Domain 
ontology 
Refining 
Pretreatment 
Domain 
Expert 
Web pages 
 
 
 
Mapping engine 
Refined 
HTML pages 
 
 
 
DOM format 
RDF Graph 
Figure 1. Mapping process
Refining: consists in browsing HTML source code, deletes useless tags such as
those of layout (e.g. <b>, <i>), and keeps useful tags (e.g. <table>, <td>,
<tr>, <form>, <ul>, <li>). The output of this step is a set of refined HTML
pages.
Pre-treatment: first, refined HTML pages will be presented in DOM3 logical for-
mat to facilitate their manipulation. A morphological analysis is then applied
to the tables attributes. It consists in removing hyphens and keeps terms stem
as they appear in WordNet4 (e.g., morphological analysis applied to “running-
away” gives “run away”).
Mapping engine: at this stage, tables are converted to their canonical form (Sec-
tions 3.2 and 3.3). Then the mapping rules are executed to generate an RDF
graph (Section 3.4). To identify keys at this stage, the domain ontology can
3 DOM: Document Object Model is an API which consists in representing HTML
or XML document content as a tree structure of nodes (each element of the document
represents a node) [26].
4 WordNet is a lexical database which organizes names and verbs in concepts (synsets)
in is-a hierarchy of relations. Each synset is described by a short gloss [27].
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be used (Section 3.5). To solve the terms differences problem, similarity mea-
sures based on WordNet [33] can be computed between HTML elements and the
attributes of the ontology concepts.
3.2 HTML Tables in a Canonical Form
To map HTML tables in Web documents to RDF triples we consider only tables in
a canonical form. A canonical table is defined as follows [39]:
Definition: A schema S for a canonical table is a finite set of labels {L1, . . . , Ln}.
Each label Li, with 1 ≤ i ≤ n, corresponds to a domain Di. Let D = D1 ∪ . . .∪
Dn. A canonical table T is a set of functions T = {t1, . . . , tm} from S to D with
the restriction that for each function t ∈ T , t(Li) ∈ Di.
HTML tables are often displayed in two dimensions. In this case, the order of
the labels in the schema is fixed for each function and these labels are factored to
the top as column headers. Each row in the table represents the domain values for
the corresponding labels in the column headers. For example, the canonical table
{{(A, 1), (B, 2), (C, 3), (D, 4)}, {(A, 5), (B, 6), (C, 7), (D, 8)}} is displayed as follows:
 
 
A B C D 
1 2 3 4 
5 6 7 8 
 
Figure 2. An example of a table in canonical form
3.3 Transforming Complex Table into Canonical Form
Many tables on the Web appear essentially in canonical form [39]. However, other
complex Web tables can appear with column/row headers. To transform complex
tables into canonical representation, we use Header Paths technique [12]. This
technique relates column/row headers and data cells.
A transformation example of a complex table to its canonical representation is
shown in Figure 3.
The complex table is given in Figure 3 a). The column header is coloured in
gray. The data cells are bellow the column header.
In general, the algorithm of transformation into the canonical form is as follows:
data cells of the new table are kept from the complex table. Each column header
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A B 
C D E F 
1 2 3 4 
5 6 7 8 
a) 
 
A_C A_D B_E B_F 
1 2 3 4 
5 6 7 8 
b) 
 Figure 3. Transforming a complex table into the canonical form
path in the new table is obtained by concatenating the labels from the high to the
low header in the complex table.
Then, the canonical form of the table is given in Figure 3 b). The column header
paths are A C, A D, B E and B F.
3.4 Mapping Rules
Given a set of HTML tables and a domain ontology. The corresponding RDF graph
to the HTML tables is obtained as follows:
• Each row produces a triple composed as follows:
(*) The subject is an IRI formed by concatenating the domain ontology IRI, ta-
ble name, column name corresponding to the primary key in the database and
its value (<Ontology URI/Table Name/PrimaryKey Column Name=Pri-
maryKey Value>).
(**) The predicate is the expression rdf:type.
(***) The object is formed by concatenating the domain ontology IRI and the
table name.
• Each row produces also a set of triples with a common subject:
1. A common subject is formed as in (*).
2. The predicate for each column is an IRI formed by concatenating the domain
ontology IRI, the table name and the column name (Ontology URI/Table
Name#Column Name).
3. The object for each column is an RDF literal corresponding to the column
value.
• Each foreign key produces a triple as follows:
1. The subject is formed as in (*).
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2. The predicate is formed by concatenating the foreign key column names, the
referenced table and the referenced column names.
3. The object is formed by concatenating the domain ontology IRI, name of the
referenced table, column name corresponding to the primary key in the refer-
enced table and its value (<Ontology URI/Referenced Table Name/Primary
Key Referenced Table=PrimaryKey Value>).
• Note that no triple is generated for a NULL value.
• The union of all RDF triples obtained from rows of all tables produces the
complete RDF graph corresponding to the HTML tables.
3.5 Detecting Keys
In the mapping rules described above, both primary keys and foreign keys are con-
sidered. A primary key is one or a combination of columns that uniquely identify
each row in the table. A foreign key is one or a combination of columns that reference
a primary key in another table. This establishes a link between two tables.
While keys are explicit in database, they are not expressed explicitly in HTML
tables. To say which attribute represents a key to the HTML tables, domain ontology
can be used. In OWL 2, the construct “HasKey” can be used to assign a collection
of data properties as a key to a class expression. So each named instance of the class
expression is identified uniquely by the set of values which these properties attain
in relation to the instance [15].
As the work done in [3], also algorithms that detect keys and functional depen-
dencies inside a given database [25, 17] can be adapted to detect keys in HTML
tables.
WordNet can also help to detect keys. For example, a term equivalent to “ID”
or “KEY” can be considered as key.
When any key is detected, we can use the heuristic that the key column is the
first one. Or, a default solution consists in adding an auto-incrementally column
attribute and considering it as a primary key.
Foreign keys can be detected by computing similarity measure between the de-
tected primary keys and the columns of the other tables. When one or a set of
columns are semantically equivalent to a primary key in another table, it is (or they
are) considered as a foreign key.
Detecting keys is not an evident task, and the intervention of an expert remains
necessary. Thus, it will be more efficient if this task will be accomplished semi-
automatically.
3.6 Example
Figure 4 presents an HTML code of two HTML tables, Company and Address.
Both tables have the column ID corresponding to Primary key. The column Addr
in the table Company corresponds to the foreign key which relates the two tables.
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<table border="1" id="Comp" title="Company"> 
<caption> <b>Company</b></caption> 
 <tr> 
  <td><b>ID</b></td> 
  <td><b>Comp_Des</b></td> 
  <td><b>Addr</b></td> 
 </tr> 
 <tr> 
  <td>155</td> 
  <td>Soummam</td> 
  <td>RN26</td> 
 </tr> 
 <tr> 
  <td>14</td> 
  <td>Hammoud</td> 
  <td><b>NULL</b></td> 
 </tr> 
</table> 
 
<table border="1" id="Addr" title="Address"> 
<caption> <b>Address</b></caption> 
 <tr> 
  <td><b>ID</b></td> 
  <td><b>City</b></td> 
  <td><b>State</b></td> 
 </tr> 
 <tr> 
  <td>RN26</td> 
  <td>Akbou</td> 
  <td>Bejaia</td> 
 </tr> 
</table> 
 
Figure 4. HTML code of two tables, Company and Address
Given a base IRI http://example/management.owl. From the HTML tables of
Figure 4, the RDF graph in Figure 5, expressed in RDF turtle syntax, is generated.
3.7 Other Considered HTML Forms
Other HTML forms can display the same information as tables. Even partially, a list
can be considered as a table with one column. We can also think of the filled-in
form as a table with one row. An HTML form contains labeled boxes used for the
information collection: the items specified by the labels are written into the boxes,
and then the form is returned to the originator.
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@base <http://example/management.owl> . 
@prefix xsd: <http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#> . 
 
<Company/ID=155> rdf:type <Company> . 
<Company/ID=155> <Company#ID> 155 . 
<Company/ID=155> <Company#Comp_Des> "Soummam" . 
<Company/ID=155> <Company#Addr> "rn26" . 
 
<Company/ID=155> <Company#ref-addr> <Address/ID=rn26> . 
 
<Company/ID=14> rdf:type <Company> . 
<Company/ID=14> <Company#ID> 14 . 
<Company/ID=14> <Company#Comp_Des> "Hammoud" . 
 
<Address/ID=rn26> rdf:type <Address> . 
<Address/ID=rn26> <Address#ID> "rn26" . 
<Address/ID=rn26> <Address#City> "Akbou" . 
<Address/ID=rn26> <Address#State> "Bejaia" . 
 
Figure 5. RDF graph corresponding to the HTML tables example
4 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
To evaluate our mapping rules, a tool called Htab2RDF has been developed.
4.1 Htab2RDF Tool
Htab2RDF5 converts HTML tables into RDF graphs. Its UI allows to upload HTML
pages and eventually a domain ontology. It refines pages as described in Section 3.1.
It detects tables through DOM trees. It stores then all information about tables:
names, attributes and data. Htab2RDF detects then primary and foreign keys.
Finally, the tool produces an RDF graph expressed in RDF turtle syntax [4].
Extracting tables’ names with Htab2RDF tool: The table name is obtained
from one of the following items sorted by a priority order:
1. The “id” attribute value of the table tag.
2. The “title” attribute value of the table tag.
3. The footer section in the table.
4. The “caption” tag in the table element.
5. The page name plus the table number.
Detecting primary keys with Htab2RDF tool: The primary key can be de-
tected from several sources sorted by a priority order as follows:
5 http://www.cuniv-naama.dz/infoteam/tools/htab2rdf/
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1. From the domain ontology, when the construct “HasKey” is used.
2. An equivalent attribute to “ID” is considered a primary key.
3. The heuristic that a primary key is often the first attribute of the table.
4. Else, a domain expert intervention (manually) is necessary to detect the
primary key.
Detecting foreign keys with Htab2RDF tool: To detect foreign keys, the al-
gorithm in Figure 6 is used.
 
Algorithm detecting_foreign_keys 
Input: tables list 
Output: foreign-keys list 
Begin 
For each table  
For each attribute of the table  
If the attribute name is semantically equivalent to the 
name of another existing table name Then it is 
considered a foreign key and it references this table  
End. 
 
Figure 6. Algorithm of detecting foreign keys
Two concepts are semantically equivalent if the similarity between the two terms
identifying these concepts exceeds a certain threshold suggested by the system
user. Similarity measure aims to quantify how much two terms are alike. In par-
ticularly, Htab2RDF uses WordNet based similarity measures [33]. A threshold
is a value between “zero” and “one”. “One” indicates that there is a total
semantic equivalence.
Implementation platform: Htab2RDF is implemented in JAVA. It interacts with
DOMSAX API to parse HTML documents. It interacts also with Protege-
OWL API6 for Ontological parsing and Java WordNet Similarity Library [34]
for computing similarity measures. It provides a set of features for personalizing
the calculations performed during the mapping process.
4.2 Experiments
To evaluate our approach, we have got a corpus of 200 tables7 imported from 10 large
statistical data sites, most with a geopolitical orientation, in the US and overseas.
As domain ontology, we used a geopolitical ontology [19]. It is available in OWL
version8. We installed also WordNet 2.09 for our experiments.
6 http://protege.stanford.edu/plugins/owl/api/guide.html
7 http://tango.byu.edu/data/
8 http://aims.fao.org/aos/geopolitical.owl
9 http://wordnetcode.princeton.edu/2.0/WordNet-2.0.exe
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From the 200 tables we select 145 files. All of them are in canonical form. The
available tables were in MS-Excel format. So we convert them into HTML format.
This is done by a simple “save as” command from the “File” menu of MS-Excel
User Interface.
Before generating the final RDF graph, we apply our algorithms on HTML tables
one by one and we note the anomalies in:
1. Table name: this anomaly is reported when a wrong name is given by our system
to the considered table.
2. Detecting key: this anomaly appears when not the right attribute is mentioned
as primary key.
3. Attributes names: this anomaly is noted when two or more attributes have the
same name.
Table 1 summarizes anomalies for each HTML table as follows: The “Table
Code” column corresponds to the HTML file name in the used corpus. In co-
lumns “(1)”, “(2)” and “(3)”, anomalies are noted as explained above. Anomaly is
noted with “X”. The cases where no anomaly was detected are colored in green.
After analysing the results, we have seen that the first anomaly is detected be-
cause of the used technique to extract the table name from a phrase. This technique
consists in extracting a simple term (or a composed term) which exists in WordNet
starting from the beginning of the analysed phrase. For example the table “C10193”
is described by the phrase “North American Trade”. While the most important term
in this statement is “Trade”, the table was identified incorrectly by “North Ameri-
can”. This problem can be solved by NLP techniques to extract the most important
term(s) as a table name.
For the second anomaly, we have seen that any information about keys exists
in the chosen domain ontology. This can be improved by using a richer domain
ontology.
As the first anomaly, the third one is caused by the used technique to extract
attributes names.
Table 2 presents success rate for each considered criteria.
Now, to generate the RDF graph we kept only 47 tables; those with no anomalies.
So we obtain an RDF graph of 4644 lines. Next is an excerpt of the generated RDF
graph.
We note that 18 foreign keys have been detected, among which 2 are correct,
4 reflect a poor relation between the two corresponding tables and 12 are incorrect.
This low result can be explained by the fact that the detecting foreign keys process
depends on detecting tables names and attributes; so it inherits all their lacks.
Therefore, to improve this result, the algorithm of detecting foreign keys must be
independent of any other algorithm.
All results above have been obtained with a threshold = 0.7 and the Lin measure.
With more accuracy, i.e. threshold > 0.7, we will have more satisfying results.
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Table Code (1) (2) (3) Table Code (1) (2) (3) Table Code (1) (2) (3)
C10002 X C10003 X C10004
C10007 X C10008 C10009
C10010 X C10012 C10013 X
C10014 X C10015 X C10016
C10017 X X C10018 X C10020 X X
C10021 X C10023 X X C10027 X
C10028 X C10029 X C10030
C10031 X C10032 X C10033
C10038 X C10040 X C10041 X
C10042 X X C10043 X C10044 X
C10045 X C10046 X C10048 X
C10050 C10054 C10056 X X
C10059 C10060 X X C10061 X X
C10062 X C10063 X C10064 X
C10065 X C10066 C10067 X
C10068 C10069 C10070 X
C10071 X C10072 X X C10073 X X
C10074 X C10075 X C10076
C10077 C10080 C10081
C10084 X X C10085 X C10086 X
C10087 X C10088 X C10090 X
C10093 C10095 C10096
C10097 X X C10098 C10100
C10101 X C10103 X X C10104 X X
C10105 C10106 X C10107 X
C10108 X C10109 X X C10111 X
C10112 C10115 C10116
C10117 X C10118 X C10119 X
C10122 C10123 C10124
C10125 X C10126 C10127 X
C10128 X C10129 X C10130
C10131 X C10132 X C10134 X
C10135 X C10136 C10137 X
C10138 C10139 X C10141
C10142 X C10143 X C10144 X
C10145 X C10146 X C10147 X
C10148 X C10149 C10150 X
C10151 C10152 X C10153
C10154 C10155 C10156 X
C10159 X C10160 C10161 X X
C10162 C10164 X C10165 X
C10166 C10168 C10170 X
C10172 X X C10173 X X C10174 X
C10175 X C10177 C10178
C10179 X C10182 X C10184 X
C10186 X C10188 X C10189 X
C10190 C10191 C10193 X X
C10195 X C10196 X C10197 X
C10198 X
Table 1. Anomalies in detecting table name, primary key and attributes name
Criteria Success Rate
Extracting table name 69.65 %
Detecting primary key 95.86 %
Extracting attributes names 54.48 %
All criteria at the same time 32.41 %
Table 2. Success rate for each considered criteria
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@base <http://aims.fao.org/aos/geopolitical.owl> . 
@prefix xsd: <http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#> . 
<council/council=northland  region> rdf:type <council> . 
<council/council=northland  region> <council#council> "northland  region" . 
<council/council=northland  region> <council#five> 138 . 
<council/council=northland  region> <council#six> 66 . 
<council/council=northland  region> <council#not  elsewhere> "11 544" . 
<council/council=northland  region> <council#total> "148 470" . 
<council/council=northland  region> <council#ref-council> <council/council=northland  region> . 
<council/council=auckland  region> rdf:type <council> . 
<council/council=auckland  region> <council#council> "auckland  region" . 
<council/council=auckland  region> <council#five> "2 397" . 
<council/council=auckland  region> <council#six> 633 . 
<council/council=auckland  region> <council#not  elsewhere> "76 161" . 
<council/council=auckland  region> <council#total> "1 303 068" . 
<council/council=auckland  region> <council#ref-council> <council/council=auckland  region> . 
<council/council=waikato  region> rdf:type <council> . 
<council/council=waikato  region> <council#council> "waikato  region" . 
<council/council=waikato  region> <council#five> 315 . 
<council/council=waikato  region> <council#six> 102 . 
………….. 
 
Figure 7. Excerpt of the resulting RDF graph
To determine which measure and threshold give best results in our approach,
several tests have been done with different measures (Lin, Jiang, Pirro-Seco and
Resnik) and progressive threshold values (0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, . . . , 0.9, 1).
From the 145 tables used in the experiment above, we kept 51 tables; those which
the process of detecting primary key depends strongly on the similarity measure.
Thus, the experiment presented in the section above has been reproduced 44 times
again, and the obtained results have been reported in Table 3.
Success Rate (%)
LIN JIANG RESNIK PIRRO-SECO
Th (1) (2) (3) (4) (1) (2) (3) (4) (1) (2) (3) (4) (1) (2) (3) (4)
0.0 64.7 41.17 66.6 21.56 64.7 43.13 66.6 23.52 64.7 43.13 66.6 21.56 64.7 41.17 66.6 21.56
0.1 64.7 43.13 66.6 21.56 64.7 43.13 66.6 23.52 64.7 43.13 66.6 21.56 64.7 41.17 66.6 21.56
0.2 64.7 45.09 66.6 21.56 64.7 45.09 66.6 23.52 64.7 45.09 66.6 21.56 64.7 43.13 66.6 21.56
0.3 64.7 72.54 66.6 33.33 64.7 49.01 66.6 25.49 64.7 76.47 66.6 33.33 64.7 54.90 66.6 27.45
0.4 64.7 78.43 66.6 33.33 64.7 74.50 66.6 33.33 64.7 78.43 66.6 33.33 64.7 78.43 66.6 33.33
0.5 64.7 78.43 66.6 33.33 64.7 78.43 66.6 33.33 64.7 78.43 66.6 33.33 64.7 78.43 66.6 33.33
0.6 64.7 80.39 66.6 33.33 64.7 80.39 66.6 33.33 64.7 76.47 66.6 33.33 64.7 80.39 66.6 33.33
0.7 64.7 88.23 66.6 35.29 64.7 88.23 66.6 35.29 64.7 82.35 66.6 35.29 64.7 88.23 66.6 35.29
0.8 64.7 88.23 66.6 41.17 64.7 88.23 66.6 41.17 64.7 88.23 66.6 41.17 64.7 88.23 66.6 41.17
0.9 64.7 88.23 66.6 41.17 64.7 88.23 66.6 41.17 64.7 88.23 66.6 41.17 64.7 88.23 66.6 41.17
1 64.7 88.23 66.6 41.17 64.7 88.23 66.6 41.17 64.7 88.23 66.6 41.17 64.7 88.23 66.6 41.17
Th: Threshold
Criteria: (1) Extracting table name, (2) Detecting primary key,
(3) Extracting attributes names, (4) All criteria at the same time (without any anomaly).
Table 3. Success rates with different threshold values, different similarity measures and
different quality criteria
The graphs in Figure 8 represent the evolution of the success rate according to
the chosen threshold and similarity measure for each criterion.
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Figure 8. Curves of the success rates evolution for each criterion according to the chosen
threshold and similarity measure
For both criteria, Extracting table name and Extracting attributes names, the
success rates are stable, 64.70 % and 66.66 %, respectively. This can be justified by
the fact that the two processes are independent of the similarity measure.
The process of detecting primary keys, reaches its best results (88.23 %) with
a threshold of 0.7, except for the Resnik metric, where the process reaches its best
with a threshold of 0.8.
Whatever the similarity measure chosen, the maximum success rate, to have
results without any anomaly, is achieved with a threshold of 0.8.
4.3 Comparison Study
In this section we focus on the primary keys detection step, and we compare our
approach with the TANE algorithm proposed in [17].
TANE is an efficient algorithm to detect primary keys. The process is based on
discovering functional dependencies from large databases.
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Algorithm TANE 
Input: relation r over schema R 
Output: minimal non-trivial functional 
dependencies that hold in r 
Begin 
  ^ `I :0L  
    RC   :I  
  ^ `^ `RA|:1  AL  
  1: l  
  While IzlL  do 
     lLESDEPENDENCICOMPUTE _  
     lLPRUNE  
     ll LLEVELNEXTGENERATEL __:1    
    1:  ll  
  End_While 
End. 
 
Figure 9. TANE algorithm [17]
Since there is no available tool, we developed a prototype tool supporting the
TANE algorithm.
As dataset we kept 145 files from the corpus described above. All of them contain
tables in canonical form.
00,00%
20,00%
40,00%
60,00%
80,00%
100,00%
Htab2RDF 
TANE 
Success rate for detecting primary keys 
Figure 10. Htab2RDF’s detecting keys algorithm vs. TANE algorithm
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With a threshold = 0.7 and the Lin measure, Htab2RDF reaches a success
rate of 95.86 % in detecting primary keys. For the same dataset (145 HTML files),
15 errors have been committed by the TANE algorithm in detecting primary keys,
which gives a success rate of 89.65 %.
4.4 Case Study
 
 
 
Business Web site 
 
 
Tourism Web site 
 
Figure 11. Snapshots of Business and Tourism Web sites
After testing our approach on a large corpus, we move up to the next step; it is
to check our algorithms on real existing Web sites. For this, we choose two domains,
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@prefix xsd: <http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#> . 
<2008/january=23> rdf:type <2008> . 
<2008/january=23> <2008#january> 23 . 
<2008/january=23> <2008#host> "usabcmei " . 
<2008/january=23> <2008#event> "luncheon featuring 
h.e. ambas" . 
… 
<2011/march=5> <2011#host> "usabc   embassy of 
algeria in " . 
<2011/march=5> <2011#event> "algeria day at the 
offshore t " . 
…. 
<2014/january=december> <2014#location> "location" . 
<2014/january=december> <2014#more> "more 
information" . 
 
@prefix xsd: <http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#> . 
<airport/city=algiers   houari boumedienne  > rdf:type <airport> . 
<airport/city=algiers   houari boumedienne  > <airport#city> "algiers   
houari boumedienne  " . 
<airport/city=algiers   houari boumedienne  > <airport#telephone> 
"213 21 50 60 00" . 
… 
<embassy/country=spain > <embassy#country> "spain " . 
<embassy/country=spain > <embassy#address> "10, med street. 
chabane biar " . 
<embassy/country=spain > <embassy#telephone> "92 27 13" . 
<embassy/country=spain > <embassy#fax> "92 27 19" . 
… 
<vehicle/=renault dacia  logan break 6 > rdf:type <vehicle> . 
<vehicle/=renault traffic 8 place > rdf:type <vehicle> . 
… 
<code/=48000> rdf:type <code> . 
 
RDF graph of the Business Web site RDF graph of the Tourism Web site 
 
Figure 12. Excerpts of RDF code generated from the two Web sites, with the Lin measure
and a threshold of 0.8
notably business10 and tourism11. Thus, two Web sites have undergone our tests.
The first one is a Web site describing tourism in Algeria12. The second is a Web site
describing business activities between Algeria and USA13.
Snapshots of the two Web sites are in Figure 11.
From the first Web site, an RDF file of more than 800 triples has been generated
from seven tables. From the second Web site, an RDF file of more than 550 triples
has been generated from six tables. Figure 12 presents excerpts of the two RDF
files.
5 CONCLUSION AND PERSPECTIVES
The Semantic Web allows putting data and links on the Web, so that a person or
machine can explore the Web of data; we speak about Linked Data [5] expressed as
RDF graphs. RDF allows representing data on the Web based on a Web-scalable
architecture for identification and interpretation of terms [1].
Data on the Web are often displayed as tables. To allow a direct access to
this data, we proposed an approach to transform HTML tables into RDF graph.
The proposed approach is supported by a set of mapping rules. It consists of three
main phases: refining, pre-treatment and mapping. A tool has been implemented
and a set of experiments have been carried out to show the effectiveness of our
approach.
10 http://www.getopt.org/ecimf/contrib/onto/REA/index.html
11 http://protege.cim3.net/file/pub/ontologies/travel/travel.owl
12 http://www.saravoyages.com/saratravels/indexeng.php
13 http://www.us-algeria.org/
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The obtained results were satisfactory and encouraging, and show that the ap-
proach provides a suitable starting point for semantic Web development.
The work presented in this paper can serve institutions, organizations, offices
and agencies that are active on the Web and want to provide public access to their
data. In many areas, such as health, economy, finance, education, tourism and
employment, all interested persons may interrogate Linked Data, download them
for a future reuse, create links to these data or create innovative services.
The implemented tool is still under development. Some stages, such as convert-
ing tables into canonical form, are still done manually and must be accomplished
automatically. Also, it should have a support for semantic micro tags such as RDFa
which are becoming more and more common in Web sites.
A full comparative study will be done, covering all stages of the proposed ap-
proach.
As a future work, we shall generalise our approach so that a full reengineering
process from legacy Web application to Linked Data can be performed.
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